To Mr. Bacon:

Here is your publisher's reply:

It seems to me that what he asks me to do depends entirely upon my willingness to do it. I myself am absolutely satisfied with the result and would be willing to make any change in the life of Lucinus which would make a separate copyright possible. It would be the

mill superficial looking and not-

fair. I am willing to allow them to publish the subsequent edition for a term of years. I am

ui - if support you and so are satisfied

with your willingness of course.

When I make a fourth edition it

will be of the same edition as

an additional reason on that I

are determined. Possibly it may}
be arranged for turn to continue the subscription edition until I write
the book—this Warren being out less
than four years. I am sure this
amounts to an arrangement which
will indeed improve for me some
day to put all my books together
of a subscription edition.

I am learning new if it in Philip
and I am activity to read it and
make any further suggestions to
you which you may think
I desire to hear for a week.

P.S. Very truly yours

[Signature]